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Abstra t

Automati ontinuous spee h re ognition
(CSR) is suÆ iently mature that a variety
of real world appli ations are now possible
in luding large vo abulary trans ription and
intera tive spoken dialogues. This paper reviews the evolution of the statisti al modelling te hniques whi h underlie urrent-day
systems, spe i ally hidden Markov models
(HMMs) and N-grams. Starting from a des ription of the spee h signal and its parameterisation, the various modelling assumptions
and their onsequen es are dis ussed. It then
des ribes various te hniques by whi h the effe ts of these assumptions an be mitigated.
Despite the progress that has been made, the
limitations of urrent modelling te hniques
are still evident. The paper therefore onludes with a brief review of some of the more
fundamental modelling work now in progress.
1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is two-fold. The rst aim is
to set out the basi framework for the statisti al approa h to spee h re ognition, identify its limitations
and des ribe how they an be mitigated in pra ti al
implementations. The se ond aim is to indi ate some
of the dire tions in whi h new models might evolve.
The foundations of modern spee h re ognition te hnology were laid by Fred Jelinek and his team at IBM in
the 1970's[1℄. Re e ting the omputational power of
the time, initial development in the 1980's fo ussed on
whole word small vo abulary appli ations[2℄. In the
early 90's attention swit hed to ontinuous speakerindependent re ognition. Starting with the arti ial
1000 word Resour e Management task, the te hnology
developed rapidly and by the mid-1990's, reasonable
a ura y was being a hieved for unrestri ted di tation.

Mu h of this development was driven by a series of
DARPA and NSA programmes[3℄ whi h set ever more
hallenging tasks ulminating most re ently in systems
for trans ribing broad ast news programmes[4℄ and for
trans ribing spontaneous telephone onversations[5℄.
Although the basi framework for CSR has not
hanged signi antly in the last ten years, the detailed
modelling te hniques developed within this framework
have evolved to a state of onsiderable sophisti ation.
The result has been steady and signi ant progress.
The paper ontinues in se tion 2 with a brief review
of this framework and its limitations. Then in se tion 3, the major areas of re nement employed by today's state-of-the-art systems are dis ussed.
Despite the progress that has been made, the limitations of urrent modelling te hniques are still very
evident and many resear hers are investigating alternatives. se tion 4 of the paper therefore presents a
sele tion of some of the work in progress on new models for CSR. se tion 5 then on ludes.
2 BASIC MODELLING
FRAMEWORK

2.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION
The statisti al formulation of the speee h re ognition
problem assumes that spee h an be represented by
a sequen e of a ousti ve tors Y = y1 : : : yT and
that this sequen e en odes a sequen e of words W =
w1 ::wK . The spe i form of the a ousti ve tors is
hosen so as to minimise the information lost in the
en oding and to provide the best mat h with the distributional assumptions made by the subsequent a ousti modeling. In pra ti e, a log spe tral estimate1 is
typi ally omputed every 10mse s and then a trunated osine transformation is applied to smooth and
1

the frequen y spe trum is usually warped non-linearly
to mat h the resolution of the human ear. The mel and bark
s ales are ommon approximations used for this warping

partially de orrelate the feature elements. In addition, rst order (delta) and se ond-order (delta-delta)
regression oeÆ ients are appended in a heuristi attempt to ompensate for the onditional independen e
assumption made by the HMM-based a ousti models(see se tion 4.1). The result is a ve tor whose dimensionality is typi ally around 40 whi h has been
partially but not fully de orrelated[6, Ch 5℄.
Re ognition is then ast as a de oding problem in
whi h we seek the word sequen e W  su h that2
W  = arg max p(W jY)
W

= arg max
p(YjW )p(W )
W

(1)
(2)

Y

Here p( jW ) is determined by an a ousti model and
p(W ) is determined by a language model. The CSR

problem is thus redu ed to designing and estimating
appropriate a ousti and language models, and nding
an a eptable de oding strategy for determining W  .

2.2 ACOUSTIC MODELLING
Sin e the vo abulary of possible words might be very
large, the words in W are de omposed into a sequen e
of basi sounds alled base phones Q of whi h there
will be around 45 distin t types in English. To allow for the possibility of multiple pronun iations, the
likelihood p(YjW ) an be omputed over multiple
pronun iations3

YjW ) =

p(

where

X

Q

YjQ)p(QjW )

p(

(3)

p(QjW ) = K
k=1 p(Qk jwk )

(4)
and where p(Qk jwk ) is the probability that word wk is
pronoun ed by base phone sequen e Qk = q1(k) q2(k) : : :.
In pra ti e, there will only be a very small number of
possible Qk for ea h wk making the summation in eq 3
easily tra table.
Finally, ea h base phone q is represented by a ontinuous density hidden Markov model (HMM) of the form
illustrated in g 1 with transition parameters faij g and
output observation distributions fbj ()g. The latter are
typi ally Gaussians and sin e the dimensionality of the
a ousti ve tors yt is relatively high, the ovarian es
are onstrained to be diagonal.
Given the omposite HMM Q formed by on atenating
all of the onstituent base phones then the a ousti
2
In this paper p() is used to denote both a probability
and a density, the ontext should indi ate whi h is intended
3
Re ognizers often approximate this by a max operation
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Figure 1: A simple HMM-based Phone Model
likelihood is given by
X
p(YjQ) =
p(X; YjQ)
X

(5)

where X = x(0)::x(T ) is a state sequen e through the
omposite model and
p(X; YjQ) = ax(0);x(1) Tt=1 bx(t) (yt )ax(t);x(t+1) (6)
The a ousti model parameters faij g and fbj ()g an
be eÆ iently estimated from a orpus of training utteran es using EM. For ea h utteran e, the sequen e
of baseforms is found and the orresponding omposite HMM onstru ted. A forward-ba kward alignment
is then used to ompute state o upation probabilities
(the E-step), the means and varian es are then maximised via simple weighted averages (the M-step)[6,
Ch 7℄. Note that in pra ti e the majority of the model
parameters are used to model the output distributions
and the transition parameters have little e e t on either the likelihood or the re ognition a ura y.
The above approa h to a ousti modelling is often
referred to as the beads-on-a-string model, so- alled
be ause all spee h utteran es are represented by onatenating a sequen e of pre omputed phone models
together.

2.3 LANGUAGE MODELLING
The probability of a word sequen e W = w1 ::wK is
p(W ) = K
(7)
k=1 p(wk jwk 1 ; wk 2 ; : : : ; w1 )
For large vo abulary re ognition, the onditioning
word history in eq 7 is usually trun ated to n 1 words
to form an N-Gram language model
p(W ) = K
(8)
k=1 p(wk jwk 1 ; wk 2 ; : : : ; wk n+1 )
where n is typi ally 2 or 3 and never more than 4. The
n-gram probabilities are estimated from training texts
by ounting n-gram o urren es to form ML parameter estimates. The major diÆ ulty of this method is
data sparsity whi h is over ome by a ombination of
dis ounting and ba king-o [7, 8℄.

2.4 DECODING
De oding is performed, on eptually at least, by ompiling a network of all vo abulary words in parallel
within a loop. Ea h word is represented by the subnetwork of HMM phone models orresponding to all of
its allowable pronun iations. For the ase of a bigram
(N=2) language model, the transition probabilities between words are just the bigram probabilities. On e
ompiled, the whole re ognition network an be used
in a onventional Viterbi de oder to ompute the most
likely state sequen e for an unknown input utteran e.
Tra e ba k through this sequen e then yields the most
likely phone and word sequen e.
In pra ti e, however, de oding is more omplex. Adequate performan e requires at least a trigram (N=3)
LM. This means that the re ognition network must
be expanded to allow all possible N-1 word histories
to be maintained. Also, as will be explained in the
next se tion, a small set of 40 or so base phones is
inadequate to deal with the variability found in natural language and in pra ti e, phone set sizes of 10000
or more are ommon with the hoi e of model being ontext-dependent. Thus, de oding is a omplex
sear h problem and de oder design ontinues to be a
resear h issue[9℄.
Solutions to the de oding problem exploit sharing and
pruning to limit the number of a tive hypotheses[10℄.
A standard s heme for redu ing sear h osts uses multiple passes over the data. The output of ea h pass is
a latti e of word sequen e hypotheses rather than the
single best sequen e. This allows the output of one
re ognition pass to onstrain the sear h in the next
pass. Initial passes an use simple models when the
sear h spa e is large and later passes an use more rened models when the sear h spa e is redu ed. This
multipass approa h is also extremely onvenient for
resear h sin e it allows re ognition experiments to be
run on latti es rather than in urring the heavy omputational ost of repeated full de odes4 .
3 THE STATE OF THE ART

The previous se tion has summarised the basi framework used by modern CSR systems. In doing so, a
number of ill-found assumptions have been made su h
that a system built exa tly as des ribed would have
rather poor performan e. This se tion, examines these
assumptions in more detail and des ribes te hnques
used to mitigate them.
4

A re ent alternative approa h to de oding has been
developed based on the systemati omposition of weighted
nite-state transdu ers[11℄.
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Figure 2: Context Dependent Phone Modelling

3.1 PHONOLOGICAL MODELLING
The simple approa h des ribed in se tion 2.2 of deomposing ea h vo abulary word into a sequen e of
base phones fails to apture the very large degree of
ontext-dependent variation that exists in real spee h.
For example, the base form pronun iations for \mood"
and \ ool" would use the same vowel for \oo", yet in
pra ti e the realisations of \oo" in the two ontexts
are very di erent due to the in uen e of the pre eding
and following onsonant. A simple way to mitigate
this problem is to use a unique phone model for every
possible ontext. To avoid the resulting data sparsity problems whi h would otherwise result, ea h of
these logi al phones L an be mapped to a redu ed
set of shared physi al models M 5 . Using this ontextdependent phone de omposition, eq 3 on eptually beomes
X
X
X
p(YjW ) =
p(YjM )f
p(M jL)(
p(LjQ)p(QjW ))g
M

L

Q

(9)
and the pro ess is illustrated in g 2 where the notation x-y+z denotes the base phone y spoken in the
ontext of a pre eding x and a following z. Noti e that
the ontext-dependen e spreads a ross word boundaries and this is essential for apturing many important phonologi al pro esses. For example, the [p℄ in
\stop that" has its burst suppressed by the following
onsonant [th℄6 .
In eq 9, most urrent systems map the base phones Q
dire tly into the logi al models L and then luster L to
form physi al models M . Clustering typi ally operates
at the state-level rather than the model level sin e it
simpli es the tree omputations and it allows a larger
5
Here it is assumed that the ontext is determined by
just the identity of the neighbouring phones. The resulting logi al models are alled triphones. However, further
ontext an be in luded su h as more distant neighbours,
proximity to word boundaries, lexi al stress, et
6
Note that this use of ross-word ontext dependent
models greatly ompli ates the de oder.
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Figure 3: Formation of Tied-State Phone Models
set of physi al models to be robustly estimated. Fig 3
illustrates how the physi al models are onstru ted by
tying the states of the logi al models.
The hoi e of whi h states to tie is made using de ision
trees[12℄. Ea h state position7 of ea h phone q has a
binary tree asso iated with it. Ea h node of the tree
arries a question regarding the ontext. To luster
all states i of phone q, all states i of all of the logi al
models derived from q are olle ted into a single pool
at the root node of the tree. Depending on the answer
at ea h node, the pool of states is su essively split
until all states have tri kled down to leaf nodes. All
states in ea h leaf node are then tied. The questions
at ea h node are sele ted from a predetermined set
to maximize the likelihood of the training data given
the nal set of state-tyings. Fig 4 illustrates this treebased lustering. In the gure, the logi al phones saw+n and t-aw+n will both be assigned to leaf node
3 and hen e they will share the same entral state of
the representative physi al model.8
The partitioning of states using phoneti ally-driven
de ision trees has several advantages. In parti ular,
logi al models whi h are required but were not seen
at all in the training data an be easily synthesised.
One disadvantage is that the partitioning an be rather
oarse. This problem an be redu ed using so- alled
soft-tying[13℄. In this s heme, a post-pro essing stage
groups ea h state with its one or two nearest neighbours and pools all of their Gaussians. Thus, the number of mixture weights in ea h state is in reased whilst
holding the total number of Gaussians in the system
onstant.
De ision-tree tied-state ontext dependent modelling
s hemes an handle most of the phonologi al variation
found in arefully arti ulated spee h (eg di tation).
However, they fail to handle more radi al phonolog7
invariably
8

ea h phone model has three states
The total number of tied-states in a large vo abulary
speaker independent system typi al ranges between 5000
and 10000 states
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Figure 4: De ision Tree Clustering
i al variations su h as the pro esses whi h lead to
\going to" being realised as [g ax n ax℄ (\gonna").
There have been a variety of attempts to handle this
kind of problem within the beads-on-a-string framework by allowing more variation between the W and
L layers eg by using de ision trees to generate ontext
dependent pronun iations[14, 15, 16℄. However, none
have been really su essful. The essential problem is
that expanding the set of possible pronun iations to
give wider overage of a tual spoken forms, simultaneously in reases onfusibility with the result that re ognition error rates improve little. Linguists have argued
that this is a fundamental aw in the beads-on-a-string
framework[17℄.

3.2 IMPROVED DISTRIBUTIONAL
MODELLING
In pra ti e, spee h feature ve tors are not Gaussian and not un orrelated. Furthermore, both intraspeaker and inter-speaker variability introdu es modes
in the data. Almost all CSR systems ompensate for
this by using a mixture of Gaussians to represent ea h
state distribution, thus

y

bj ( t ) =

M
X
m=1

jm

N (yt ; m ; m )

(10)

where the jm are the mixture weights. Sin e, as explained in the previous se tion, there are typi ally a

large number of these Gaussians9, ea h omponent
varian e m is onstrained to be diagonal.
The ability of mixtures of diagonal ovarian e Gaussians to model orrelation stru ture is limited. One
way to improve ovarian e modelling without in urring
una eptable training data and run-time omputation
requirements is to transform the input feature ve tor. A mu h studied approa h to this is to use Linear
Dis riminant Analysis (LDA) and its variants[18, 19℄.
LDA an also be used to prune out nuisan e dimensions from the feature ve tors thereby redu ing omputation and potentially in reasing lassi ation performan e. However, in pra ti e, the gains a hievable
by LDA are variable, and more robust improvements
have been obtained using Semi-tied Covarian es[20℄.
This s heme de omposes ea h omponent ovarian e
into the produ t ^ = H 1(H 1 )T where H is a
transformation matrix and  is diagonal. This has
the property that
log p(y; ^m ; ^ m ) = log p(Hy; m ; m ) + log jHj (11)
Hen e, if H is global, it an be applied as a transform
to the spee h data and the diagonal ovarian e Gaussians estimated and omputed in the normal way on
the transformed data. Although there is no dire t EMbased reestimation for H, a simple iterative s heme is
available [20℄. For large systems with many Gaussians,
a single global transformation may be inadequate to
apture the di erent orrelation stru tures. In this
ase, a set of transformations H((m)) an be used,
shared amongst all Gaussians via a partition fun tion
(m) hosen to maximise the training data likelihood.
More re ently, Gales has shown that H an be fa tored
into streams to allow a larger set of transformations to
be synthesised[21℄.
Another approa h to dealing with ina urate model
assumptions is to use a dis riminative obje tive fun tion su h as Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) as
the basis for parameter estimation[22℄. For MMI, the
obje tive fun tion is
(12)
F () = log Pp (YjMW )P (W )^
^ p (YjMW
^ )P (W )
W
where MW is the omposite model orresponding to
the word sequen e W and P (W ) is the probability of
this sequen e. The summation in the denominator is
taken over all word sequen es W^ and it an be repla ed
by
X
^ ) (13)
p (YjMre ) =
p (YjMW
^ )P (W
^
W

where Mre en odes the full a ousti and language
model used in re ognition.
9
typi ally 10 to 32 Gaussians per state, and typi ally
5000 to 10000 states in a system

This obje tive fun tion an be optimised using
an extended form of Baum-Wel h reestimation
algorithm[23℄. Furthermore, tra table approximations
to the summations in the numerator and denominator
terms of eq 12 an be omputed from de oder generated latti es, where the numerator latti e is derived
from a for ed re ognition of ea h training utteran e
and the denominator is derived from applying the full
re ognition model to ea h training utteran e[24, 25℄.

3.3 NORMALISATION AND
ADAPTATION
One fundamental assumption of the statisti al framework is that the training data is representative of the
unseen test data. In CSR this is rarely true. Not
only do speakers vary greatly but also the ba kground
noise onditions and transdu er hannel hara terisi s
are highly variable. The solution to this problem is
to normalise the input data as mu h as possible and
then use unsupervised adaptation to adjust the model
parameters.
A very simple method of normalising for hannel effe ts in o -line trans ription appli ations is to subtra t the epstral mean and s ale the varian e of ea h
feature element to unity. The region of spee h used to
ompute the needed averages is onstrained by the appli ation but is typi ally the whole utteran e or whole
side of a onversation[26℄.
An e e tive form of speaker normalisation is to warp
the frequen y axis used in the front-end spe trum analysis in order to ompensate for variations in vo al
tra t length[27, 26℄. The optimal warping is found by
sear hing for the s aling fa tor whi h maximises the
log likelihood of the warped spee h data.
Whereas normalisation seeks to make the input spee h
loser to the models, adaptation seeks to modify the
models to make them a better t to the spee h. There
are two main approa hes to adaptation. Firstly, the
model parameters an be treated as random variables and estimated using traditional Bayesian MAP
te hniques[28℄. The problem with this approa h is
that only those parameters for whi h there is adaptation data are updated, also determining suitable priors an be diÆ ult. The se ond and more widely used
approa h is to estimate transformations of the a ousti model parameters in a te hnique alled Maximum
Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR)[29, 30, 31℄.
MLLR seeks to nd an aÆne transform of the Gaussian
means whi h maximises the likelihood of the adaptation data, i.e.

^m = Am + b = Gm
(14)
T

where G = [b A℄ and m = 1 Tm .

Global Class

Base Classes

Figure 5: Regression Class Tree
The key to the power of this adaptation approa h is
that a single transformation G an be shared a ross
a set of Gaussian mixture omponents. When the
amount of adaptation data is limited, a single transform an be shared a ross all Gaussians in the system.
As the amount of data in reases, the HMM state omponents an be grouped into lasses with ea h lass
having its own transform. As the amount of data inreases further, the number of lasses and therefore
transforms in reases orrespondingly leading to better
and better adaptation.
The number of transforms is usually determined automati ally using a regression lass tree as illustrated
in g 5. Ea h node represents a regression lass i.e. a
set of Gaussian omponents whi h will share a single
transform. For a given set of adaptation data, the tree
is des ended and the most spe i set of nodes is sele ted for whi h there is suÆ ient data (for example,
the lled-in nodes in the gure).
In addition to mean adaptation, varian e adaptation
is also possible. There are several approa hes to this.
Firstly, a separate un onstrained transform H an be
used where
^ m1 = CmH 1C0m
(15)
1
and where Cm is the Choleski fa tor of m . The
advantage of this form is that H an be estimated
using the standard ovarian e reestimation formula.
Se ondly, instead of having a separate transform for
the means and varian es, a single onstrained transform an be applied to both, i.e.

^m = Am + b
(16)
^m = Am A0
(17)
This has no losed-form solution but an iterative solution is possible [32℄. A key advantage of this form of
adaptation is that the likelihoods an be al ulated as
L(y; ; ; A; b) = N (Ay + b; ; ) + log(jAj)
This means that the transform an be applied to the
data rather than the HMM parameters whi h may be

more onvenient for some appli ations ( f semi-tied ovarian es, se tion 3.2).
In addition to the above, there are many variants.
For example, multiple transforms an be used for ea h
lass[33, 34℄ and alternative obje tive fun tions an be
used[35, 36℄.

3.4 CONFUSION NETWORKS AND
MODEL COMBINATION
As noted in se tion 2.1, the goal of the statisti al formulation of the CSR problem is to nd the most likely
word sequen e W . In the optimal ase, this would
yield the minimum senten e error rate whereas the
pragmati requirement is to minimise the word error
rate (WER).
A minimum word error rate de oding an be a hieved
by estimating word posterior probabilities. This an
be done by onverting the de oder latti e output into
a onfusion matrix. For ea h ar in the latti e, a posterior probability an be omputed using the forwardba kward algorithm10. The latti e ar s an then be
lustered to form a linear graph with the property
that all parallel ar s form a onfusion set and all paths
through the graph pass through all nodes in the same
order as in the latti e[37℄. The minimum WER hypothesis is then found by sele ting the most likely ar
in ea h onfusion set.
Confusion graphs an also be used to ompute on den e s ores[38℄. The dire t use of the word posteriors
tends to overestimate the probability of orre t re ognition be ause the latti es from whi h they are derived
only over a fra tion of the omplete hypothesis spa e.
Hen e in pra ti e some form of mapping is used (eg deision trees).
The above se tions have des ribed a range of te hniques whi h an be used to improve the performan e
of a CSR system and these te hniques an be ombined in various ways. Empiri ally it is often found
that even where di erent system ombinations lead to
similar performan e, the errors made by ea h individual system are di erent. Hen e a re ent trend in trans ription appli ations has been to ombine the outputs
of several de oders. A simple way of doing this is by
voting[39℄. However, ombining the posteriors derived
from onfusion networks yields better performan e[38℄.
10
Note that in pra ti e it ne essary to s ale-down the
a ousti s ores relative to the language model s ores to
avoid the posteriors being dominated by the most likely
path.

3.5 LANGUAGE MODELLING
As des ribed in se tion 2.3, the ore of all urrent language models is the word n-gram. The n-gram aptures lo al synta ti and semanti dependen ies and
for many languages this is suÆ ient to over a large
fra tion of the useful onstraints. Its primary weakness is that it is inevitably undertrained11 and although smoothing and ba king-o pro edures an mitigate this e e t, data sparsity is always a problem.
One way to redu e the e e ts of data sparsity is to interpolate the word n-gram with a lass-based language
model[40℄. A lass-based LM maps all words into a relatively small number of lasses for whi h n-grams an
be robustly estimated, i.e.
p(wk ) = p( k j k 1 ; : : : ; k n+1 )p(wk j k )
(18)
where it is assumed that every word maps to a unique
lass. The lasses themselves f i g an be determined automati ally using an ML-based lustering
algorithm[41℄. Empiri ally it is found that 250 to 1000
lasses give the best performan e.
4 WORK IN PROGRESS

As the previous se tion has shown, there are many
te hniques whi h an ompensate for the ill-found assumptions of the HMM-based re ognition framework.
Furthermore, when these te hniques are arefully integrated, the result in terms of performan e an be
very ompetitive. For example, the rst pass of the
HTK large vo abulary re ogniser onsists of simple
tied-state ross-word triphones trained using maximum likelihood and a trigram language model. When
applied to the Mar h 2000 Hub512 evaluation data, the
word error rate was 38.6%. However, with the addition
of VTLN and MLLR adaptation, quinphone a ousti
models, soft-tied states, semi-tied ovarian es, MMI
training, 4-gram language model interpolated with trigram lass model, onfusion graph s oring, and fourway model ombination, the error rate was redu ed
to 25.4%, i.e. a relative redu tion of 34%[42℄. This is
a very demanding task, and no other system or arhite ture has managed to ome lose to this level of
performan e.
Despite this impressive performan e there are three
key assumptions in urrent CSR systems whi h ontinue to ause on ern:

 the frame-independen e assumption whereby ea h
11

Consider that for n = 3, a 50k word vo abulary requires more than 1014 trigrams to be estimated.
12
i.e. \Swit hboard" and \Call Home", onversational
spee h over the telephone

su essive spee h feature ve tor is assumed independent
 the beads-on-a-string model ombination whereby
phone-based HMMs are on atenated in sequen e
to form words and senten es
 the n-gram language modelling whi h prevents
modelling of long-range dependen ies
It is very easy to argue the ase for ea h of these
assumptions being a major limitation on the performan e of CSR systems. Nevertheless, they are all extremely resistent to improvement. The next few se tions will provide some pointers to re ent and urrent
work whi h attempts to improve on these assumptions.

4.1 SEGMENT MODELS
Attempts to weaken the frame-independen e assumption exploit the on ept of a segment model whereby
spee h features are segment13 rather than frame-based
(see [43℄ for a review). In this framework, a segment
of frames y1 : : : yl representing phone q is modelled as
p(y1 : : : yl ; ljq ) = p(y1 : : : yl jl; q )p(ljq )
(19)
where the rst term on the right is the observation distribution and the se ond term is the segment duration
distribution14 .
The hara teristi s of a segment model are determined
by the form of the observation distribution. The simplest form maps the segment into xed regions ri and
asso iates a spe i distribution with ea h region
(20)
p(y1 ::yl jl; q ) = li=1 p(yi jq; ri )
where the mapping from frames to regions an be hosen to maximise the likelihood.
Rather than asso iating a distribution with ea h region, distributions an be parameterised to de ne traje tories fa (t) through the segment. The probability
of a segment is then

y y

p( 1 :: l jl; q ) =

Z

a

lt=1 p(yt jfa (t))da

(21)

Typi ally the traje tory de nes the evolution of the
intra-segment mean and this an be xed as in [44℄ or
linear as in [45℄. Rather than integrating over all possible traje tories, it is usually more omputationally
onvenient to nd the most likely traje tory.
13
In this ontext, a segment is equivalent to a phone in
the terminology of earlier se tions.
14
De oding requires that the durational term be integrated out, hen e the omputational omplexity of segment
models is signi antly higher than onventional HMMs

Perhaps the most appealing form is the linear dynami al system sin e this an be related to the dynami s
of the underlying human produ tion system
xt+1 = Ft xt + wt; yt = Ht xt + vt (22)
where xt is a state ve tor and ut and vt are Gaussian
pro esses. This model, well-known, in ontrol appli ations was introdu ed into spee h by Digalakis[46℄. It is
also re eiving renewed interest in the ma hine learning
ommunity[47℄. In spee h, parameters de ning ut and
vt are asso iated with ea h region of ea h segment.
The probability of ea h segment is then omputed via
the innovation sequen e fetg
p(y1 ::yl jl; q ) = lt=1 p(et jq; rt )
(23)
In e e t, xt de nes a hidden traje tory over the segment from whi h the observations yt are derived. This
has led to variety of derivatives some of whi h use
arti ulator-based models for the traje tory xt and nonlinear mappings from xt into yt [48, 49℄.
Although mu h good work has been done on segment
models, the results so far have been disappointing.
One reason for this might be that more pre ise modelling of segments simply exa erbates the errors aused
by the beads-on-a-string assumption.

4.2 ASYNCHRONOUS PARALLEL
MODELS
The beads-on-a-string model ombined with ontextdependent phone models an handle the variations
found in arefully arti ulated spee h but it fails when
signi ant phonologi al variation o urs as in everyday spontaneous spee h. Many phonologi al pro esses
are more naturally expressed in terms of a hierar hy
of parallel feature streams [17℄. For example, when
nasality from a nasal onsonant olours a neighbouring vowel, this would be modelled by di eren es in the
timing of feature hanges rather than as a substitution
of one allophone for another. In this model, pronuniation variability is due to asyn hrony between feature hanges, and although the feature tiers are asynhronous they are nevertheless oupled. At the signal
level, similar e e ts an be observed. Formants do not
move syn hronously and empiri ally there is support
for separate modelling of frequen y bands.
Observations su h as these have motivated study on
good ways to model parallel asyn hronous pro esses.
These range from very loosely oupled Multi-band
models where streams are modelled independently and
syn hronised at major (eg syllable) boundaries[50℄, to
very tightly oupled models where multiple observation distributions share the same underlying Markov
hain[6℄.

More re ently, these parallel stream models have been
generalised to allow the required degree of oupling
to be learnt via the framework of fa torial HMMs. A
fa torial HMM onsists of L individual Markov hains
or streams evolving in parallel and K observation distributions. At any time, metastate I of the model
is determined by the state of ea h individual stream
I = (i1 ; : : : ; iL ) and the observation Yt is omposed
of K omponents Yt = (yt1 ; : : : ; ytK ). Metastates are
onditionally independent given the previous metastate, and observations are onditionally independent
given the urrent metastate, i.e.
l
p(J jI ) = L
l=1 p(j jI )

Y

(24)
(25)

y

k
p( t jJ ) = K
k=1 p( t jJ )

This stru ture provides a exible framework for modelling asyn hronous pro esses but the state spa es need
to be onstrained to be tra table. Current s hemes for
doing this in lude a mixed-memory approximation[51℄
and parameter tying[52℄. Training and de oding using
these models is potentially very expensive but a simple
sub-optimal Chain Viterbi s heme where ea h stream
is aligned in turn keeping the other streams xed has
been shown empiri ally to be e e tive[53℄.
The pra ti al appli ation of parallel asyn hronous
HMM's is still in its infan y but there are several existing resear h e orts that might bene t from it in luding
those working on hidden arti ulator models[54, 55℄ and
those working on dis riminative feature models[56℄.
Also, Hinton has shown how the framework of parallel
HMMs an be extended further[57℄.

4.3 LANGUAGE MODELLING
As noted earlier, the main limitation of n-gram language models is that they an only model lo al dependen ies. Thus, for example, in \the warden lo ked
the ell door", \the warden" is a good predi tor for
\lo ked" whereas in \the warden with a limp lo ked
the ell door", \a limp" is a poor predi tor of \lo ked".
Early attempts to extend statisti al LMs to in lude
longer range dependen ies mostly fo ussed on trigger
models whereby predi tor words are ounted if they
lay anywhere within the history. Triggers an be onveniently ombined with onventional n-grams using
the Maximum Entropy framework (ME) whi h leads
to solutions with the following exponential form[58℄
1
(26)
p(w jh ) =  e f (w ;h )
k k

Z

i

i i

k

k

where hk denotes the history wk 1 : : : of word wk .
The fun tions fi (wk ; hk ) are onstraint fun tions, and

the i are hosen to ensure that the expe ted values of the fi wrt to p(wk jhk ) mat hes the known
marginals. For example, a bigram onstraint would
be fw1 ;w2 (w; h) = 1 i w = w2 and h ends in w1 , and
the required marginal onstraint would be given by
the ount #(w1 ; w2 )=#(w1 ) omputed over the training data. Within this framework, triggers are easily inorporated as onstraints of the form fw1 ;w2 (w; h) = 1
i w = w2 and w1 2 h.
More expli it approa hes to exploiting synta ti and
semanti models use probabalisti parsers to un over
head words whi h an then be used as predi tors[59℄.
Using ME, these an be ombined with onventional ngram onstraints[60℄. This work is espe ially interesting sin e it models longer range dependen ies in a more
prin ipled way than triggers. In the longer term, the
growing synergy between the statisti al approa hes to
spee h and omputational linguisti s should pay dividends in this area.
5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has reviewed the statisti al framework
used to build ontinuous spee h re ognition systems
and brie y des ribed the most important re nements
needed to endow su h a system with state-of-the-art
performan e. The three key assumptions underlying
urrent approa hes are (a) frame-independen e; (b)
beads-on-a-string model ombination; and ( ) n-gram
language modelling. The latter part of the paper has
des ribed work in progess whi h aims to improve upon
these assumptions. So far, signi ant gains in performan e resulting from this newer work have been sadly
la king. However, as argued in [61℄, it is important
that su h work ontinues even if it does mean in reasing error rates in the short term. Modern start-ofthe-art systems are impressive and they will improve
further. Nevertheless, the three fundamental assumptions on whi h they are based must surely mean that
they are limbing to a lo al maximum, and somewhere
there are better solutions . . .
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